Build Your Own NFT with Hyperledger Fabric

Time:
- Thursday, March 24 from 11 AM to 1 PM Eastern
  - Register for 1st session: Introduction to Blockchain and NFT Concepts
- Thursday, March 31 from 11 AM to 2 PM Eastern
  - Register for 2nd session: Hands-on Technical Workshop with the NFT Marketplace Lab

Workshop description:

This two session workshop will start with an introduction to blockchain and NFT concepts and is appropriate for both a technical and business audience. In particular, this session has been created for faculty interested in teaching about blockchain and NFT in their courses. Join the first session to get an overview of how blockchain is being used in real world examples and learn more about non-fungible tokens. The topics for the first session will include:

- What is blockchain?
- What are tokens? What is an NFT?
- Technology landscape overview (enterprise perspective)
- Use Cases / Examples
- Obstacles
- How does this apply to you? What skillsets are needed?
- Q&A session

This video about blockchain and NFTs from UCLA Professor David MacFadyen covers some of the basics to help you understand this new technology.

The second session is a technical workshop for developers that want a hands-on experience. You will need to be familiar with the material from the first session to get full value from this technical session. The second session will include:

- Basics of the Auction App which will be used in the workshop
- Auction App versus Typical public blockchain implementations
- Auction App code structure
- Hands on using the app - Launching, Registering, Creating an NFT, Transfer Transaction
- Home work on adding changes to support another type of media (e.g., music)
- Engaging with the Community and the Lab

Technical session will be run by - Mohan Venkataraman, Puneet Singh, Aashish Shrestha, Dilip Manjunatha, Sahinul Haque

The auction application code is being donated to Hyperledger Fabric Labs so it will be available to HBCU and the broader community to download, learn, and enhance outside the workshop.

Participants in the hands-on technical session will be able to fully participate if they meet the following requirements:

- Details to be posted soon and emailed to registered attendees

One of the workshop facilitators will be available to answer any questions regarding the technical aspects of the workshop in advance during the following times:

- Details to be posted soon and emailed to registered attendees

General questions about the workshop can be sent to the Hyperledger Community Architect team.

Learning Resources

If you'd like to prepare for this workshop by learning more about Hyperledger Fabric, check out these resources:

- Fabric Getting Started Guide
- Fabric Tutorials
- Fabric Samples
- Fabric training and certifications from the Linux Foundation

And all workshop attendees will receive a discount coupon to use on any of the Linux Foundation's paid training courses and certifications for Hyperledger.

Incentive Grants

The National FinTech Center at Morgan State University will offer incentive grants to HBCU faculty who successfully incorporate this application code in their teaching of a course. Contact judith.schnidman@morgan.edu for details.

We Want You To Stay Involved

After the workshops, please consider the Hyperledger community as a resource in developing your courses and using Fabric.

Everything the Fabric Project does is open to anyone who is interested. More details about connecting with Fabric community members are below.

- Fabric Contribution Guide
- Fabric Wiki
- Fabric Mailing List
- Fabric Chat
- Fabric Contributor Calls

Incentive Grants

The National FinTech Center at Morgan State University will offer incentive grants to HBCU faculty who successfully incorporate this application code in their teaching of a course. Contact judith.schnidman@morgan.edu for details.